
  



  

Christians are to balance Christians are to balance 
treating all people treating all people the samethe same  
with treating certain people with treating certain people 

distinctly.distinctly.  Both are legitimate.  Both are legitimate.



  

Distinctly for LeadersDistinctly for Leaders

(vv. 12 - 13a)(vv. 12 - 13a)



When they had appointed elders for them in When they had appointed elders for them in 
every church, having prayed with fasting, every church, having prayed with fasting, 
they entrusted them to the Lord in whom they entrusted them to the Lord in whom 
they had believed.they had believed.

Acts 14:23Acts 14:23



The elders The elders who leadwho lead well are to be  well are to be 
considered worthy of double honor, considered worthy of double honor, 
especially those who work hard at especially those who work hard at 
preaching and teaching.preaching and teaching.

1 Timothy 5:171 Timothy 5:17



The elders who lead well are to be The elders who lead well are to be 
considered worthy of double honor, considered worthy of double honor, 
especially those who work hard at especially those who work hard at 
preaching and teachingpreaching and teaching..

1 Timothy 5:171 Timothy 5:17



  

NASB/NKJV: recognizeNASB/NKJV: recognize

NIV/NET: acknowledgeNIV/NET: acknowledge

ESV/ICB: respectESV/ICB: respect

NLT: honorNLT: honor

CSB: give recognitionCSB: give recognition

KJV: knowKJV: know



Elder Care Groups:

A - E: Dennis Bender
F – K: Sotiere Savopoulos
L – Z : Roger Shaffer
Choir & families: Royce Warnick



  



  

““regard very highly”regard very highly”

oror

““esteem very highly”esteem very highly”



  

Distinctly for Leaders:Distinctly for Leaders:

recognize; regard highlyrecognize; regard highly



  

Generally–and Distinctly–for OthersGenerally–and Distinctly–for Others

(vv. 13b - 15)(vv. 13b - 15)



  

Generally: Generally: live in peacelive in peace
Distinctly: Distinctly: 

Generally:Generally:
                                    



  

Generally: Generally: live in peacelive in peace
Distinctly: Distinctly: warn the unrulywarn the unruly

Generally:Generally:
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Generally: Generally: live in peacelive in peace
Distinctly: Distinctly: warn the unrulywarn the unruly

encourage the faintheartedencourage the fainthearted
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Generally: Generally: live in peacelive in peace
Distinctly: Distinctly: warn the unrulywarn the unruly

encourage the faintheartedencourage the fainthearted
help the weakhelp the weak

Generally:Generally: be patientbe patient
                                    no evil for evil; seek the goodno evil for evil; seek the good



  

Distinctly for Leaders:Distinctly for Leaders:

recognize; regard highlyrecognize; regard highly



  

Generally: Generally: live in peacelive in peace
Distinctly: Distinctly: warn the unrulywarn the unruly

encourage the faintheartedencourage the fainthearted
help the weakhelp the weak

Generally:Generally: be patientbe patient
Generally: Generally: no evil for evil; seek the goodno evil for evil; seek the good



  

Christians are to balance Christians are to balance 
treating all people treating all people the samethe same  
with treating certain people with treating certain people 

distinctly.distinctly.  Both are legitimate.  Both are legitimate.
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